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Are you aware of what’s going on� �by Andró Griessel� 

 

The main theme of this quarter’s $Cents is the involvement& or rather& lack of involvement& of some women when 

it comes to the family’s financial planning*  Even though it is not nearly as common as the lack of interest that 

your husband shows in anything that remotely looks like a chore& it certainly has a much greater impact than 

dirty dishes and wet towels on the floor*  I know from experience that there are exceptions to the rule& but I find 

that most women are very comfortable to hand over the reins of the financial aspect of their lives& and almost 

show no interest in any of the financial planning processes*  If you are shaking your head and think that you 

can’t be one of those women& please make sure that you can answer YES to the following questions0 

• Have you and your husband met with your financial planner within the last 2$ months and3or are you 

included in their correspondence4  If not& do you have any idea who deals with your financial planning at 

all4 

 

• Do you know exactly what is written in your Will4  For example& who is the first beneficiary& who would 

be the guardian of your underage children& who would be the executor of your estate etc*4 

 

• Do you have an idea of what the total outstanding debt of your household is4 

 

• Do you know how much life insurance your husband has via his work and3or through conventional life 

insurance companies4 

 

• Do you know if you are on track for a comfortable retirement4 

 

• Do you know if you have any savings or investments& and where it is invested4 

�� 
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• Do you have a file with all the important documents& and do you know who to contact should something 

happen to your husband today4 

If you answered NO to more than one of these questions& you are playing Russian roulette with your and your 

children’s �if applicable� future& IF you happen to be financially dependent*  In some cases& the financial roles 

are reversed& in which case the woman is the breadwinner in the family*  The problem cases that I am referring 

to though& involves the traditional situation where the husband predominantly earns the money& and his wife is 

the caretaker of the family& and therefore financially dependent* 

 

So why are women so uninvolved4  There are many obvious reasons& such as0 

• Financial talk is boring& 

 

• You have complete faith in your husband’s integrity and judgement to make the right financial decisions 

for your family& 

 

• You have limited time with the children’s schedules& and feel you can spend your own time more wisely& 

 

• Your financial adviser has known your family for a long time and you believe he3she would make sure 

that everything is in place& 

• You are pretty satisfied with life as it is& so you don’t see why you should waste precious time& pondering 

about your financial situation* 

 

The less obvious reason& however& is that  

• YOU HAVE NEVER CONSIDERED THE CONSEQUENCES OF HAVING MADE THE WRONG 

ASSUMPTION ON YOUR SIDE.  

 

Let me try to explain by way of an example0 

Would you invest a considerable amount of money in a scheme& that a friend has suggested& even though you 

have no knowledge of it& or do not understand half of it4  Our less sceptical friends would agree to give such an 
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investment a chance*  We would ask ourselves “what is the worst that could happen” and then decide that we 

will still be able to live with the worst case scenario �losing all of your money you invested�* On the other hand& 

would you take a gun from a good friend& put it to your head and pull the trigger BASED SOLELY on the fact 

that he told you that he is 2>>? sure that there are no bullets in the chamber4  The answer is probably a lot 

less likely*  It is only human to run the worst case scenario through your head just to decide that the worst 

outcome �a loaded gun� is simply not something that you would take ANY chances on& no matter how small the 

chances*  Certainty is thus not negotiable* 

 

So if you are financial dependent& and you do not participate in the family’s financial planning or ask any 

questions to empower yourself& you fall into the category of people who accept that they can live with the worst 

case scenario*  Before you settle with the thought of “how bad can the worst case scenario be”& I want to 

encourage you to carefully consider the potential outcome& if your financial planning is not as rosy as it is 

painted in your mind* The following are examples of cases that we have had to deal with before& and I strongly 

recommend that you avoid these at all costs0 

 

• No or very little life insurance* In the event of death& there are often not enough funds to settle all the 

debts*  If you normally relied on your spouse’s income& you would suddenly have to find a job just to 

make ends meet& and sometimes& even give up your home*  Because of the earning difference between 

husband and wife& major lifestyle adjustments might have to be made*  It’s no joke to be a single mom* 

 

• Making the wrong assumptions about your needs*  I often find that the husband’s perception of the 

funds that his wife would need& in case something happens to him& differs considerably compared to his 

wife’s perception of her income needs*  Men are just clueless when it comes to the cost of groceries and 

school fees*  Husbands often unknowingly provide �via life cover� for only half of the income need of the 

surviving spouse*  So& in practice& if the surviving spouse was not properly prepared for the worst case 

scenario& she would not have a clue how to manage with the funds that she was left*  She would most 

likely withdraw too much too soon& and end up depleting it all& long before she should have*  And 
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unfortunately& this often happens at a time when it would be very difficult for her to enter the job market 

again* 

 

• Insufficient provision for retirement or reckless investments0  To be together and poor is probably 

better than being alone and poor*  Nevertheless& it is a bad place to be*  Even if your husband lives a 

full life up to retirement& it is still important to be aware of what your joint financial position really is& so 

that you can plan for it together*  Remember& there is a big difference between how things appear and 

how they really are*  Don’t let $ brand new BMW’s in the garage fool you* It doesn’t always mean that 

your financial situation is in order* It might just be the exact opposite*  Men are often too proud to admit 

that things are not in order& and it often happens that spouses are left in complete darkness with regards 

to their true financial situation*  Women are generally slightly less reckless where investments are 

concerned& and can serve as a very useful buffer between her husband and stupid financial decisions* It 

is therefore& in my opinion& of vital importance that a woman should participate in her husband’s holistic 

financial plan* 

 

So what do you do4 

 

As a start& ask to join the next meeting with your financial planner3wealth manager �if you haven’t attended 

these meetings before�*  Also ask to be included in any correspondence between your husband and financial 

planner*  It may sound like Greek at first& but try to understand what your situation would be& should different life 

changing events happen to you or your family*  Ask you financial planner to explain it to you over and over again 

until you are absolutely certain that you understand what your situation is* 

 

As a rule of thumb& there are a few things that you should keep in mind*  Please consider that these are 

generalisations and cannot in any way replace a proper calculation. 

2* If you carefully think about life insurance& it’s purpose is to replace the insured life’s earning potential*  If 

you assume that you need at least �45 of your husband’s current salary up to normal retirement age 

�should he pass away before retirement�& then the following factors are applicable* 
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Age of 

husband Factor 

30 16 

35 14 

40 13 

45 11 

50 9 

55 7 

60 4 

Assumption0 22? return on funds invested& A? annual increase of his salary& normal retirement at age ��* 

  

 From the above table& you can derive the following as an example* 

If your husband is currently B> years old& and he earns R �>> >>> per year& then he would need at 

least �R�>> >>>x 2C� D R � �>> >>> in life insurance& for you to be in the same financial position than 

if he could continue working up to the age of �� and not pass away prematurely*  For someone that is 

�> years of age& the amount would be considerably less �R �>> >>> x �� D R B �>> >>>* 

 

$* Where retirement is concerned& things are a bit more complicated*  I see on a daily basis how people 

completely underestimate the need for planning for retirement*  Please see matrix below to put things in 

perspective*  The matrix indicates the time that your funds �irrespective of the amount with which you 

start� will last given that you withdraw at a certain rate and your investment returns a certain 

performance*  This matrix is also relevant for people who are already retired& or for a last surviving 

spouse& who now has to survive from the funds that have been paid out from life insurance* 

 

Please see matrix on next page* 
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Number of years that funds would 

last  

 
Rate of return 

Withdrawal rate 6% 8% 10% 12% 

4% 30 50+ 50+ 50+ 

5% 23 32 50+ 50+ 

6% 18 24 40 50+ 

7% 16 19 27 50+ 

8% 13 16 20 33 

9% 12 14 17 23 

10% 10 12 14 18 

11% 9 10 12 13 

12% 8 9 10 12 

13% 8 8 9 10 

14% 7 8 8 9 

15% 7 7 8 8 

16% 6 7 7 7 

Assume that income increases with 65 annually. 

Let me use another example to illustrate how to use the matrix*  Suppose your total investment amounts to      

RC >>> >>> at retirement& or after the life insurance paid out*  The amount that you withdraw on an annual 

basis �or receive as an income� can be expressed as a ? of the total investment*  Example& if you receive       

R $> >>> pm as an income& then you receive R $B> >>> per year*  As a percentage of the total investment of 

R C >>> >>> it is E? �R$B> >>>3RC >>> >>>x2>>�*  If you assume that your investment returns 2>? on 

average& then you can derive from the table that your funds will only last for $> years*  It is not a problem if you 

are already A� years old& but if you are only B> or �>& it would definitely mean trouble*  From the table& it also 

becomes clear that the difference between �? and 2$? return on your investment& makes a $> year difference 

in the time that your funds will last*  I have bored you enough on this topic in previous editions of $Cents& so I 

am not going to give another sermon& but the important thing to remember is that you HAVE TO KNOW what the 

return on your investments are* 
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The purpose of this newsletter is not to give answers& but to make you understand that there is a great risk in 

not empowering yourself* You might not be aware of what great impact it may have on your future to turn a blind 

eye to your family’s financial planning* An effort has to be made on your part& for your own good& to sit around 

the table the next time that your family’s financial planning is being discussed* 

 

Feel free to contact me �androGproverte*co*za� or Samuel Rossouw �samuelGproverte*co*za� if you have any 

specific questions* 

 

“Real knowledge is to know the extent of one’s ignorance”: Confucious 

 

The end* 

 

 

 


